Single cell amplification methods for the study of cancer and cellular ageing.
Accumulation of somatic mutations takes place in ageing organisms and during malignant cell transformation and is accompanied by changes in cellular phenotype and function. The genomic damage that underlies the ageing phenotype is thought to occur stochastically. In cancer some changes causing cellular deregulation will be selected by clonal expansion but due to increased genetic instability it is still unknown which aberrations initiated sporadic cancer development. Thus, in ageing and cancer research detection of stochastically arising mutational events within a genome of 3x10(9) base pair requires global screening techniques and the analysis on a single cell level in contrast to pooled DNA or pooled RNA. We therefore focus on the development of techniques that enable the genome wide study of single cells. We successfully applied global amplification methods to study DNA and mRNA of single cancer cells that disseminated to the bone marrow of carcinoma patients early in disease progression. Our results emphasize the importance to study age-related diseases such as cancer on the level of single cells.